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Lay Abstract 

Acting is a process of pretending to be someone who the actor is not. It is often 

thought of as a skill of trained professionals. We propose that oral storytelling is a 

form of everyday acting. When a storyteller reads aloud, they act out the characters 

of the story during moments of dialogue—when the characters themselves are 

speaking in the story. We explored the vocal portrayal of contrastive characters by 

both trained actors and non-actors as they read fairy tales aloud. The results 

revealed that participants, regardless of acting experience, portrayed the 

characters as predicted, performed the characters uniquely from each other, and 

remained consistent in their portrayal across a story. Actors were found to use a 

larger pitch range than non-actors, specifically for high-pitched characters. We 

argue that portraying characters during storytelling is one of the most fundamental 

forms of acting in human life. 
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Abstract 

Acting is a process of pretending to be someone who the actor is not. While acting 

is often considered to be a specialized skill of trained professionals, a simple and 

perhaps universal form of acting occurs during oral storytelling, in which the 

storyteller acts out the characters of the story during the moments of dialogue and 

self-reflection. In order to examine this skill experimentally, we had both trained 

actors and untrained novices read four fairy tales aloud. The stories contained a 

series of contrastive characters that spanned age, gender, and species. The major 

dependent variables were the vocal parameters of pitch height, loudness, timbre, 

and speech rate. The results demonstrated that participants created 

distinguishable acoustic profiles for each character within a story, regardless of the 

story’s familiarity. Monotonic trend analyses revealed the sequential changes in 

vocal parameters that were produced as a function of the age, gender, and species 

of the represented characters. Linear mixed-effects models showed a significant 

effect of acting training on character portrayal, with actors showing more-expansive 

pitch depictions than novices. We argue that portraying characters during 

storytelling is one of the most fundamental forms of acting in human life. 
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Introduction 

In The Republic, Plato (380 BCE/1968) argued that there are three basic 

forms of narrative, namely diegesis, mimesis, and their combination. In diegesis, a 

story is told using the voice of a narrator. In mimesis, a story is told using the voice 

of characters, as seen in the portrayal of characters by theatrical and cinematic 

actors. Finally, in combined forms of narrative, diegesis and mimesis alternate with 

one another, such as in the recitation of Homeric epics in Plato’s day. During such 

combined recitations, sections of narration using the narrator’s voice are 

interleaved with segments of dialogue in which characters speak to one another, a 

format that is nearly universal in novels and children’s stories. An effective 

storyteller of such combined forms of narrative has the task of distinctly portraying 

all of the characters in the story, as well as differentiating these characters from 

the voice of the narrator, such as when a parent reads a bedtime story to a child. 

This process of transient character portrayal—referred to as “proto-acting” (Brown, 

2017)—has been proposed as being a precursor to the full-fledged acting of the 

dramatic actor. Compared to a dramatic actor—who typically portrays a single 

character over a several-hour performance—a storyteller has to portray multiple 

contrastive characters, often in quick alternation. These characters can span not 

only gender and age group, but also species. This is demonstrated in well-known 

children’s stories about three bears, three little pigs, or even a big bad wolf. A good 

storyteller therefore has to be a good actor as well. In the present study, we explore 

the idea that the portrayal of characters during oral storytelling is perhaps the most 
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fundamental and universal form of acting in human life. In particular, we examine 

if a storyteller differentiates the multiple characters of a story with their voice based 

on the characters’ age, gender, and species. 

Storytelling can be compared with two other forms of proto-acting, namely 

impressionism and ventriloquism. The impressionist portrays multiple characters, 

but typically does so with little or no dialogue between characters. By contrast, a 

ventriloquist engages in constant dialogue between herself and her dummy 

character—requiring a constant modulation of her manner of speaking—but only 

for a single character. Oral storytelling combines the need to portray multiple 

contrastive characters found in impressionism with the need for dialogue between 

characters found in ventriloquism. Hence, this complex form of proto-acting 

demands a skilled performance from the storyteller, whether that be a professional 

storyteller or a parent reading a bedtime story to his child. In the present study, we 

explored the recitation of fairy tales as a means of addressing these phenomena.  

Previous work on the portrayal of individuals, real or fictional, has provided 

qualitative information, but has often lacked quantitative prosodic details. 

Character portrayal in the literature can be grouped into three categories: the 

portrayal of fictional characters during oral reading, the portrayal of fictional 

characters during conversation, and the portrayal of real individuals during 

quotation in conversation. A very sparse set of studies has investigated the vocal 

and/or gestural portrayal of fictional characters during story reading. Doukhan et 

al. (2011) had a single male actor read 12 children’s tales aloud and measured the 
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vocal properties of the storytelling in order to develop a text-to-speech (TTS) 

system. The actor portrayed a total of 27 characters across the 12 stories, who 

varied in age, gender, and kind/species (Doukhan et al., 2011), a categorization 

method that the authors would use in later studies (Doukhan et al., 2012, 2015). 

Although these characters were categorized, no predictive scheme was presented 

for the vocal portrayal of the characters. After a preliminary vocal analysis, the 

characters were grouped into nine categories (four female and five male) of 

prototypical characters using a post hoc hierarchical cluster analysis. The vocal 

dependent variables included pitch, pitch variability, pitch range, loudness, 

loudness variability, and devoiced vowels. These variables were measured during 

dialogue, when the characters spoke in a story. Although Doukhan et al. (2011) 

recorded many variables, they did not report the results for all of them for each 

character. Rather, only the most relevant variables were reported for the nine 

prototypical characters. The results showed that the youngest characters had the 

highest pitch and greatest loudness (but girls had the lowest loudness), and all 

adult characters, regardless of gender, had comparable mean pitch and intensity. 

A drawback of using this study to exemplify the vocal characteristics of character 

portrayal is that its primary aim was to develop a TTS system, rather than to 

analyze character portrayal. However, this study provides some insight into the 

vocal portrayal of fictional characters during oral story reading. 

Montano et al. (2013), similar to Doukhan et al. (2011), examined character 

portrayal during story reading as a means of developing a TTS system. Similar to 
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the earlier study, the authors looked at only a single professional storyteller. 

However, unlike it, they looked at only a single character, namely Harry Potter from 

the novel Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, and they only focused on the 

vocal measurement of pitch. Since the measures included the spoken lines of only 

one character(rather than a dialogue between two characters), the lines were 

categorized by emotion, rather than by character. These included the basic 

emotions of hot anger, cold anger, joy, sadness, surprise, and fear. Compared to 

the control condition of neutral emotion, almost all of the basic emotions were 

spoken with a slower speech rate, higher pitch, and greater loudness. Sadness 

was the only emotion that showed a lower pitch and reduced loudness. Fear 

displayed a speech rate similar to neutral speech. The storyteller, without being 

prompted, imitated the prepubescent voice of Harry Potter. 

In the more naturalistic context of pretend play, children are well known to 

depict characters, both real and fictional, although these studies also lack 

quantitative details. In an analysis of the existing literature at the time, Bretherton 

(1989) proposed that children assume the roles of both playwright and actor when 

conveying stories during pretense. As playwrights, children make decisions about 

the plot, role distribution, and props to create the desired scene, sometimes during 

the course of the scene itself. As actors, children understand the concept of 

portraying an individual outside of themselves, whether fictional or real. For 

example, a child may portray a father character using either their own body or a 

human-like toy as a surrogate. To portray these characters, children use their face, 
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gestures, and voice. For example, they may use a wailing voice when portraying a 

character who is crying. Sawyer (1996) analyzed the pretend-play behaviors of 24 

preschool children in a naturalistic observational study. During pretend play, 

children portrayed characters by creating appropriate dialogue for the scene to 

depict the characters’ emotions. They not only voiced the characters who they 

embodied, but they also created voices for inanimate objects, such as toys. 

Children modified the prosody, lexicon, and pragmatics of their speech when 

depicting a character, but he did not quantitatively measure any vocal parameters 

in his observational study. Finally, Cohen (2011) studied preschool children in an 

observational study of pretend play. As with Sawyer (1996), she found examples 

of children modifying their voice when portraying characters. For example, when 

portraying adult female characters, the children used a higher-pitched voice, 

especially when the characters were excited. Overall, the studies mentioned thus 

far demonstrate general qualitative features of character portrayal, but do not 

provide quantitative details about contrastive portrayals across the dramatis 

personae of a single story or bout of pretend play. 

Before discussing the quotation of real people during conversation as a form 

of personal portrayal, we will mention the interesting example of fictional character 

portrayal that occurs during everyday conversation. When someone sees a film 

and wants to recount the story to a friend, they may quote one or more of the film’s 

characters during a particular scene by portraying these characters. Bavelas et al. 

(2014) carried out a study in which participants recounted a short scene from the 
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2004 movie Shrek 2 after having just viewed the scene. Both body gesturing and 

vocal changes were examined. The tendency to portray a character when 

describing the scene occurred more often when the participants told the story to 

another person, compared to when they were talking on their own, arguing that 

such character portrayal serves as a form of demonstration (Clark, 2016). For 

example, one participant portrayed a scene from the film in which the large ogre 

picked up the cat with two fingers and held the cat in front of his face. The 

participant used facial expressions to imitate the menacing expression of the ogre 

and the fearful, apologetic look of the cat, used a hand gesture with two fingers to 

mime the ogre picking up the cat, and used their voice to produce a direct quotation 

of the fearful cat from the film. The authors’ focus was to account for conversational 

demonstrations in general, and thus they did not quantify the specific acoustic 

vocal changes made during character portrayal. This study showed that character 

portrayal by everyday individuals does occur in a naturalistic setting. 

In a study that looked at the quotation of both fictional characters and real 

individuals, Blackwell, Perlman, & Tree (2015) transcribed the depictions used 

when participants described eighteen short YouTube clips to a confederate. The 

clips contained humans, non-human animals, and personified inanimate objects—

both fictional characters and real individuals. The authors found that direct 

quotations showed a greater number of vocal and bodily demonstrations than did 

non-direct quotations. During these depictions, participants changed the pitch of 

their voice to portray the people, animals, and/or things within the videos. For 
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example, a little girl was portrayed using a high pitch, while a dog was portrayed 

using a low-pitched howl. Because the purpose of this study was to explore the 

presence of both vocal and bodily portrayals during direct or indirect quotations, it 

did not report a detailed vocal analysis of the produced portrayals. Wade & Clark 

(1993) studied direct quotations after having participants watch various scenes of 

videotaped dialogue only one time and then retelling them to a listener. In principle, 

reported speech can be introduced in two ways: direct quotation (“He said ‘wait for 

me’”) or indirect quotation (he told me to wait). The authors hypothesized that 

verbatim direct quotations would be unlikely. The mean percentage of verbatim 

words used for indirect and direct quotations was 35% and 38% respectively, and 

so most of the retellings were not verbatim. Listeners did not equate speaker’s 

accuracy of a narrative with the accuracy of the quotations. Wade and Clark 

proposed that the lack of verbatim retelling in reported quotation is due to the fact 

that speakers are more likely to depict how a person speaks than what they say. 

For example, a participant using direct quotations may depict the sarcasm of a 

character using the pitch and tone of their voice without reproducing their words 

verbatim. Just as with previous studies, Wade and Clark also did not provide 

prosodic details of any portrayal. 

A final context in which people portray others is when quoting them during 

everyday conversations. However, unlike the examples just presented, where 

people portray fictional characters, here they portray real people, such as friends 

or public figures like celebrities or politicians. Staging theory (Clark, 2016) 
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proposes that speakers spontaneously depict events for interlocutors using their 

voice, gestures, and facial expressions. These depictions occur during storytelling 

when speakers “stage” the events of the story, whether real or fictional. There are 

different forms of depictions. Our focus in the present study is on embedded 

depictions, which use direct quotations or reported speech to re-enact a real or 

possible conversation that occurred at a different time. It is during these direct 

quotations that we expect that the characters of the story should be depicted and 

that proto-acting will occur. Stec et al. (2015, 2016, 2017) analyzed the personal 

semi-spontaneous narratives of speakers, and annotated the various depictions 

that occur during quoted speech. These depictions, including character intonation, 

are proposed to help portray the individuals quoted by the speaker, whether that 

be themselves or another individual. Stec et al. (2015) found that intonation was 

used more frequently than manual gestures to portray a person. Specifically, 

55.3% of all quotations employed character intonation, as compared to 20.4% 

using manual gestures. As with the previous studies exploring quotation or 

character portrayal, Stec et al. (2015) mentioned the existence of vocal modulation 

when participants portrayed another individual, but did not quantify it, merely listing 

it as being present or absent, since it was only one of several depictions that were 

measured. Overall, the literature on vocal character portrayal is limited by the fact 

that it does not provide quantitative detail about how speakers portray characters 

during storytelling. Because of these limitations, we can look to the large literature 

on the vocal expression of basic emotions for insights into the most relevant 
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dependent variables for the current study on vocal prosody. Juslin and Laukka 

(2003), in a meta-analysis of 104 studies using five emotion categories (anger, 

fear, happiness, sadness, and love-tenderness), found that anger and happiness 

had increased speech rate, loudness, loudness variability, high-frequency energy 

(voice quality), mean pitch, and mean pitch variability. In contrast, sadness and 

tenderness showed decreased speech rate, loudness, loudness variability, high 

frequency energy, mean pitch, and mean pitch variability. Using the literature on 

the vocal portrayal of basic emotions and the limited literature on character 

portrayal, we opted in the present study to use pitch, loudness, timbre, and speech 

rate as our dependent variables, with an emphasis on pitch.  

In addition to the within-subject variable of character, we also set out to 

examine the between-subject variable of acting experience by comparing trained 

actors with novices when portraying fictional characters. Since actors have 

extensive training in the portrayal of individuals, actors should show more 

exaggerated portrayals than non-actors. While studies comparing actors and non-

actors have not examined character portrayal thus far, a handful of studies have 

examined emotion portrayal. These studies, both laboratory and corpus analyses, 

have shown that the portrayals of basic emotions by non-actors tend to be 

appraised by raters as being more realistic and/or authentic than portrayals by 

trained actors (Anikin et al, 2018; Jurgens et al, 2015; Krahmer & Swerts 2008; 

Laukka & Banzinger, 2018). This might suggest that actors exaggerate their 

portrayals of emotions compared to non-actors. Jurgens et al (2015) acoustically 
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compared authentic speech recordings (obtained from a database of radio station 

interviews) to sentences read aloud by both actors and non-actors for the emotions 

of anger, fear, sadness, and happiness. Both the actors and the non-actors showed 

a more variable pitch profile compared to the authentic recordings. In addition, the 

actors showed unique differences with respect to their articulation (i.e., lower 

amplitude ratio, higher peak frequency, and wider bandwidth of the first formant), 

most likely due to their vocal training. Anikin et al. (2018) acoustically compared 

seven corpora of authentic/spontaneous emotion vocalizations with acted-out 

versions. The vocalizations were short sounds representing the emotions of 

achievement, amusement, anger, disgust, fear, and pleasure. In contrast to the 

results of Jurgens et al. (2015), these authors found that authentic sounds included 

higher pitch, more-variable pitch, less-variable spectral slope, less-variable 

amplitude, lower harmonicity, and more irregular temporal structure. This 

difference in results may be due to the fact that this study used short, non-verbal 

sounds, as compared to the use of full sentences by Jurgens et al. (2015). Since 

our study used fairy tales as stimuli, the stimuli consisted of full sentences. Finally, 

a small number of studies have investigated character portrayal by actors in feature 

films. Recorded portrayals of homosexual characters (Cartei & Reby, 2012) and 

Japanese anime characters (Teshigawara & Murano, 2004) have examined how 

actors portray characters. Male actors performed homosexual male characters with 

a high-pitched, female-like voice, in comparison to heterosexual male characters 

(Cartei & Reby, 2012). In Teshigawara & Murano (2004), the performances of 
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anime heroes and villains by a female student were shown to be distinct from one 

another, as shown by unique changes in the vocal apparatus of the actress.  

 The principal objective of the present study was to examine the recitation of 

fairy tales as a fundamental form of acting, one that combines the impressionist’s 

art of individually portraying multiple contrastive characters with the ventriloquist’s 

art of undergoing regular alternation between characters and thus rapid and 

frequent vocal modification. We carried out the study with the aim of comparing 

two separate cohorts of participants, namely trained actors and untrained novices 

to determine how proto-acting may differ among individuals trained in character 

portrayal and those who are not. Participants read four fairy tales aloud while being 

audio-recorded. We extracted the passages of narration as well as the sections of 

dialogue for each character from each story. We analyzed these passages for the 

prosodic variables of pitch, loudness, timbre, and speech rate. For each of the four 

stories, we created a predictive pitch scheme based on the gender, age, and 

species of the characters. For example, we predicted that female characters would 

speak with higher pitch than male characters, and that juvenile characters would 

speak with higher pitch than adult characters. We tested out such predictions using 

a monotonic trend analysis. If the trend analysis was shown to be statistically 

significant, it would suggest that participants did indeed modulate the pitch of their 

voice in the manner predicted by our a priori scheme. Next, we used linear mixed-

effects models to compare the actors and the novices in between-group analyses. 

We predicted that both groups would show the same overall pitch trends, but that 
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actors would demonstrate an exaggerated vocal profile compared to novices, most 

likely by expanding the pitch range used to portray characters. This would be in 

keeping with the observation that actors tend to exaggerate their prosody 

compared to non-actors. We also predicted that actors would show a greater 

consistency in their pitch profiles for individual characters over the full course of a 

story, whereas novices would be more variable, such that a given character’s pitch 

might be different between the beginning and end of a story. Finally, we performed 

an exploratory gender analysis to examine the influence of participant gender on 

depictions of character gender, as well as whether this relationship interacted with 

acting experience. 

Methods 

Participants 

Twenty undergraduate students (mean age 19.9 +/- 2.7, age range 18–30) 

and 20 professional actors (mean age 43.3 +/- 13.3, age range 27–63, mean years 

of acting experience 22.7 +/- 12.3, acting experience range 4–53 years) 

participated in this study. The undergraduates received course credit for their 

participation, while the actors received monetary compensation. The experiment 

was approved by the McMaster University Research Ethics Board. 

Apparatus and Stimuli 

Apparatus. The experiment was conducted in a sound-attenuated room. 

Participants wore a head-mounted microphone connected to a Blue Icicle interface 

that recorded their audio into Adobe Audition (Adobe Systems Incorporated, San 
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Jose) on a desktop computer, whose monitor was turned off to reduce participant 

distraction. An experimenter monitored participants through a desk-mounted 

webcam that was connected to a computer outside of the sound-attenuated room. 

Stimuli. The story stimuli were presented to participants in a binder. Four 

classic fairy tales were used as stimuli: Goldilocks and the Three Bears (GTB), 

Jack and the Beanstalk (JB), Little Red Riding Hood (LRRH), and Rose Red (RR). 

The first three were chosen due to participant familiarity with the narratives and 

characters, while the last one was chosen to test for proto-acting with an unfamiliar 

story. During the story-selection process, various fairy tales were compiled from 

online and print sources (Foreman, 2005; Fujikawa, 2008; Gool, 1993; Guenther, 

2015; “The Story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears”, 2016). Stories containing at 

least two male and two female characters were considered, while stories 

containing numerous minor characters (e.g., the two step-sisters in Cinderella) 

were excluded from consideration. For each story, the following information was 

recorded for each character: age, gender, species, number of dialogue sequences, 

and the average length of the dialogue sequence in words (see Table 1). A 

sequence of dialogue consisted of the text contained within a single set of quotation 

marks; this could contain one or more sentences.  
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Goldilocks 
and the 

Three Bears 

Father Bear Bear M Adult 5 6.2 

5.8 8.6 693 
Mother Bear Bear F Adult 5 7.6 

Goldilocks Human F Child 9 10.1 

Baby Bear Bear M Toddler 4 9.5 

Jack and 
the 

Beanstalk 

Giant Giant M Adult 7 6.0 

5 10.9 996 

Strange Man Human 
(mystical) 

M Adult 2 12.5 

Jack Human M Child 6 15.3 

Giant’s Wife Giant F Adult 5 9.6 

Mother Human F Adult 5 13.0 

Little Red 
Riding Hood 

Wolf Wolf M Adult 5 15.0 

4.7 11.5 979 

Woodsman Human M Adult 3 9.3 

Wolf as 
Grandmother 

Wolf as 
Human 

M 
as F 

Adult 4 9.5 

Little Red 
Riding Hood 

Human F Child 7 9.0 

Grandmother Human F Senior 3 11.7 

Rose Red 

Bear Bear M Adult 5 11.4 

4.8 13.3 981 

Bear as 
Prince 

Human M Adult 3 22.7 

Mother Human F Adult 4 13.0 

Rose Red Human F Teen 6 8.8 

Little Girl Witch/ 
mystical 
human 

F Child 6 14.7 

Table 1. Fairy tales and their characters. Characters (excluding the narrator) are listed in 
ascending order with regard to their predicted vocal pitch after the story-editing process. 
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After selecting specific fairy tales, we edited each one as follows. Each 

character was given approximately the same number of dialogue sequences, 

modulated by how regularly the character appeared in the narrative. Each story 

averaged approximately five dialogue sequences per character. Characters with 

less than two dialogue sequences were kept in the story but were omitted from the 

analysis. None of the dialogue sequences were interrupted by narration. For 

example, the following sentence was not acceptable: “This porridge is too hot,” said 

Goldilocks, “I don’t want this!” For every story, the sequences of dialogue across 

each character were made to average approximately 10 words per sequence. 

Rhyming sentences of dialogue were eliminated in order to avoid possible pitch 

effects. Each story was reduced to run approximately five minutes in length at a 

normal speed of recitation, or an average of 900 words per story. Table 1 contains 

all character information, dialogue averages across the stories, and relative 

character pitch predictions for each story, ordered top to bottom from lowest pitch 

to highest pitch after the story-editing process. The characters were organized in 

a hierarchy based on age and gender as follows: adult (male), adult (female), child 

(male), senior (female), child (female), toddler. This was further broken down by 

species, where a bear, for example, would speak with a lower pitch than a wolf. In 

addition to sections of character speech, each fairy tale was comprised primarily 

of passages of narration, which were subject to analysis (see below). Lastly, 

participants read the standard “Rainbow Passage” (Fairbanks, 1960) to establish 

a baseline of their conversational pitch. 
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Procedure 

  Participants were given the fairy tale stimuli, experimental instructions, and 

a questionnaire several days prior to the experiment. They were able to complete 

the questionnaire online. The questionnaire inquired about native language, 

childhood reading habits, current reading habits, and experience reading to others. 

Upon arrival to the lab, participants provided their consent, and completed the 

questionnaire in person if they had not already done so online. The experimental 

instructions were repeated to ensure clarity. Participants were then escorted to a 

soundproof room to complete some vocal warm-up tasks and then the experiment. 

Participants were instructed to read expressively as if reading the story to a child. 

If they misread a sentence, they were instructed to reread the sentence from the 

beginning, rather than continue to the end of the sentence. The recitations were 

done at a self-directed pace. 

During the warm-up phase, habitual speaking pitch was measured by 

calculating the mean vocal pitch during the recitation of the standard “Rainbow 

Passage” (Fairbanks, 1960). As a practice for working with dialogue, participants 

were asked to read aloud the short story Jerry’s New Sled (Jackson, 1969) in an 

expressive manner, as if they were reading to a child, but this portrayal was not 

measured. After completion of the warm-up phase, the experimenter left the 

soundproof room, and the participant began the experiment. A fairy tale was first 

read aloud as practice. The same fairy tale was then read again as a test trial. Only 
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test trials were analyzed. This process was repeated for all four fairy tale stimuli, 

whose order of presentation was randomized.  

Design 

 While the experiment utilized a mixed-model design in which all participants 

read all of the stories, the stories were analyzed independently of one another in 

four separate analyses. There were four independent variables: character, 

character gender, acting experience, and participant gender. Character and 

character gender were within-subject variables, whereas acting experience and 

participant gender were between-subject variables. The levels of character 

corresponded with the series of characters in each story (see Table 1). In addition 

to the characters, the narrator was included as a voice distinct from the participants’ 

conversational voice. The number and length of narrator lines chosen for the 

analysis were matched to the average number and length of character lines within 

each story. For the narrator lines, the first line and last line of each story were 

chosen, as well as three approximately equally spaced lines from the middle of the 

story. Chosen narrator lines were required to not have character dialogue directly 

precede or follow them. Most stories had an average of five sequences of dialogue 

per character. The average length of character dialogue for all four stories was 11 

words. Next, the independent variable of acting experience consisted of two 

groups: actors and non-actors. Lastly, gender was comprised of both the gender 

of the characters within the story and the gender of the participants.  
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Data Analysis 

Each participant’s audio file was divided into individual sentences of 

dialogue or narration using Adobe Premiere Pro CC (Adobe Systems Incorporated, 

San Jose). Acoustic analyses were carried out using Praat software (Boersma, 

2001). An in-house script trimmed all audio files to strictly include only vocalized 

parts. All sections of silence and noise were eliminated using a two-pass filter 

derived from Hirst (2011), except in calculating the durational values for speech 

rate. After the audio was trimmed, another Praat script analyzed various 

parameters of each spliced audio file, including duration (seconds), pitch (hertz), 

loudness (decibels), and timbre (harmonics-to-noise ratio, HNR). Duration was 

used to calculate the speech rate for each line in words per minute. For each 

character and the narrator, a grand mean of pitch across all lines was calculated. 

The grand mean values in hertz for dialogue and narration were then converted to 

a cents value relative to the conversational pitch of each participant using the 

formula c = 1200 × log2 (f2/f1), where f1 is a participant’s conversational pitch 

obtained using the Rainbow passage. Note that 100 cents is equal to one equal-

tempered semitone. For each character and the narrator, a grand mean of 

loudness in decibels across all lines was also calculated. The grand mean decibel 

values for dialogue and narration were then converted to a ratio value relative to 

the conversational loudness of each participant using the formula x = 2^(db2 – 

db1/10), where db1 is a participant’s conversational loudness obtained using the 

Rainbow passage. This ratio showed how many times louder or quieter the 
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dialogue and narration were in comparison to the conversational loudness. To 

measure speech rate, the number of syllables for each line was calculated using 

an online automated syllable counter (“How Many Syllables”, 2018) and 

corroborated by the researchers. For each line of the story, the number of syllables 

was divided by the duration of the line in minutes. The speech rate values were 

then compared to the conversational speech rate as a percentage increase or 

decrease. Lastly, timbre was measured using HNR. Line HNR values were 

compared to the conversational HNR using a comparative percent value either 

increasing or decreasing from the conversational HNR. Before examining the data, 

outliers—values outside of two standard deviations—were eliminated at the story 

level for each individual story.  

In order to examine whether the produced pitch-levels of the various 

characters both within each story and across all stories conformed to our a priori 

predictions, we carried out a monotonic trend analysis (Matzke et al., 2010) to look 

at linear trends in pitch across characters. The significance of the monotonic trend 

was assessed using Mann-Kendall’s tau, which tests if the dependent variable has 

an increasing or decreasing trend along the ordered independent variable, 

regardless of whether the trend is linear.  Table 1 lists the characters in descending 

order of predicted vocal pitch. Table 2 lists all characters from all stories ordered 

in pitch from left to right across columns, and top to bottom within each column in 

increasing order of predicted vocal pitch. Correlations across all four vocal 

parameters using Spearman’s rho were measured. A linear mixed-effects (LME) 
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regression model from the lme4 package in R (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 

2015; R Core Team, 2013) was used to determine if participants created 

distinguishable vocal parameters for the various characters and if actors and non-

actors portrayed the characters differently. A three-way LME was run for participant 

gender, the gender of the story characters, and acting experience. 

 
 

Level 

1 
Narrators 

2 
Lowest Adult 

Male 
Characters 

3 
Secondary 
Adult Male 
Characters 

4 
Adult Female 
Characters 

5 
Maidens – 

Second 
Highest 

Characters 
 

6 
Children and 

Senior 
Female 

Characters 

 
Character 

• Narrator 
(GTB, JB, 
LRRH, RR) 

• Father Bear 
(GTB) 

• Bear (RR) 

• Giant (JB) 

• Wolf 
(LRRH) 

• Woodcutter 
(LRRH) 
• Strange 
Man (JB) 
• Bear as 
Prince (RR) 
 

• Giant’s Wife 
(JB) 
• Mother (RR) 
• Mother 
(LRRH) 
• Mother (JB) 
• Mother Bear 
(GTB) 
  
 

• Goldilocks 
(GTB) 
• Rose Red 
(RR) 
• Little Red 
Riding Hood 
(LRRH) 
 

• Jack (JB) 
• 
Grandmother 
(LRRH) 
• Wolf as 
Grandmother 
(LRRH) 
• Little Girl 
(RR) 
• Baby Bear 
(GTB) 
 

Table 2. Ordering of all characters across all four stories based on age, gender, and species. 
Abbreviations: GTB, Goldilocks and the Three Bears; JB, Jack and the Beanstalk; LRRH, Little Red 
Riding Hood; RR, Rose Red.  

 

Results 

Monotonic Trend Analysis 

In order to test the linear pitch predictions for the characters, as specified in 

Table 1, we ran monotonic trend analyses, both for the combination of all 20 

characters across the four fairy tales (which we call the FULL analysis; Figure 1) 

and for each of the four stories individually (Figure 2). The results reported here 
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are for the actors and non-actors combined; the comparison between actors and 

non-actors will be presented below in the context of the LME analyses. All 

monotonic trend analyses were highly significant using Mann-Kendall’s tau 

statistic: FULL: tau=0.246, p<0.001; GTB: tau=0.450, p<0.001; JB: tau=0.340, 

p<0.001; LRRH: tau=0.313, p<0.001; and RR (tau=0.532, p<0.001). These results 

indicate that participants produced changes in vocal pitch that conformed with our 

a priori predictions based on the gender, age, and species of the characters. The 

narrator voice was shown to be higher than the conversational voice by more than 

two semitones, suggesting that speakers used a type of performance voice for the 

narrator that was different from their conversational voice. In addition, every 

character was shown to have a higher pitch than the narrator (and thus the 

conversational voice as well), even characters such as the Giant in JB and the Wolf 

in LRRH, who, as males, would be assumed to have low-pitched voices. Monotonic 

trend analyses were also run for the three other vocal parameters using the same 

ordering as for pitch, although we did not have the same level of confidence in 

these predictions as we did for pitch. Significant monotonic trends (all p <0.001) 

were found for: loudness for FULL, GTB, LRRH, and RR; timbre for FULL and all 

four stories; and speech rate for GTB and JB, with a weaker trend seen for GTB 

than for other the stories and other variables. 
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Figure 1. Mean pitch values for every character across all four stories, ordered from lowest 
to highest predicted pitch. Narrators are labelled in grey, male characters in blue, and female 
characters in pink. The narrators for all four stories have been compiled into one narrator value. 
The y axis shows the pitch as an increase in cents relative to the conversational pitch. The results 
shown here are for the combination of the actors and non-actors. Each bar is the mean value. Error 
bars are standard errors of the mean. 
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Figure 2. Mean pitch values for every character within each of the four stories, ordered from 
lowest to highest predicted pitch. Narrators are labelled in grey, male characters in blue, and 
female characters in pink. The y axis shows the pitch as an increase in cents relative to the 
conversational pitch. The results shown here are for the combination of the actors and non-actors. 
Each bar is the mean value. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. 

Correlations 

Most of the vocal parameters were found to be correlated with one another 

(see Table 3). This accounts, in part, for the significant monotonic-trend values 

found for the three exploratory variables of loudness, timbre, and speech rate when 

using the predictive character ordering based on pitch. All variables showed 

significant correlations with one another, except for the correlation between timbre 

and speech rate. Pitch, loudness, and timbre showed the highest correlations with 

one another. The strong correlation between pitch and loudness conforms with 
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similar results found in the literature on vocal emotion (Gramming et al., 1988) and 

the portrayal of stock characters by professional actors (Berry & Brown, 2019).  

 
 

Pitch  

 
Loudness 

 
Timbre 

 
Speech Rate 

 
Pitch  

 
1  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
Loudness 

  

 

rho = 0.511 
p < 0.001 

 
1 

 
  

  

 
Timbre 

  

 

rho = 0.420 
p < 0.001 

 

rho = 0.436 
p < 0.001 

 
1  

 
  

 
Speech 

Rate 
  

 

rho = -0.167 
p < 0.001 

 

rho= -0.063 
p < 0.001 

 

rho= -0.003 
p = 0.865 

 
1  

Table 3. Correlations between the four vocal parameters. 

Effect of Acting Experience  

The previous analyses combined the actors and non-actors, and so we now 

use between-subject LME models to compare the two groups of participants, while 

including character as a within-subject factor. Figures 3 and 4 show similar 

analyses for pitch to those in Figures 1 and 2, except that the results are now 

broken down by acting experience. Consistent with the monotonic trend analyses, 

there was a significant main effect of character, indicative of the differentiation of 

characters using pitch. This was seen for FULL (F=122, p<0.001) and for each of 

the four stories individually: GTB (F=135, p<0.001), JB (F=100, p<0.001), LRRH 

(F=113, p<0.001), and RR (F=139, p<0.001). Moreover, there was a significant 
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main effect of acting experience. This was seen for FULL (F=14.8, p<0.001) and 

for each of the four stories: GTB (F=7.38, p<0.01), JB (F=8.09, p<0.01), LRRH 

(F=14.1, p<0.001), and RR (F=12.7, p<0.001). The actors portrayed characters 

with a higher pitch, on average, than the non-actors. However, this effect showed 

a significant interaction with character (see Figures 3 and 4). For the lower-pitched 

characters, the actors and non-actors portrayed the characters in a similar manner, 

but for the higher-pitched characters, the actors portrayed the characters with 

relatively higher pitch than the non-actors. In other words, the actors expanded 

their pitch range for the high-pitched characters more so than did the non-actors. 

For the highest produced characters, this amounted to a difference of about 750 

cents (7.5 semitones). This experience-by-character interaction was significant for 

FULL (F=19.4, p<0.001), as well as for each of the four stories: GTB (F=18.1, 

p<0.001), JB (F=17.1, p<0.001), LRRH (F=22.9, p<0.001), and RR (F=21.5, 

p<0.001).  
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Figure 3. Mean pitch as a function of acting experience across all characters from all stories. 
The narrator has been compiled from all four stories. The y axis shows the pitch as an increase in 
cents relative to the conversational pitch. The characters are ordered with regard to pitch predictions 
exactly as in Figure 1. Each value is the mean value. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.  
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Figure 4. Mean pitch as a function of acting experience for each of the four stories. The y axis 
shows the pitch as an increase in cents relative to the conversational pitch. The characters are 
ordered with regard to pitch predictions exactly as in Figure 2. Each value is the mean value. Error 
bars are standard errors of the mean. 

Looking now at the exploratory variables, the vocal parameters of loudness 

and timbre displayed a significant main effect of character and an interaction 

between character and acting experience for FULL and all four stories (p<0.001 for 

all analyses, except for the timbre value for the interaction between character and 

acting experience for Rose Red, where p=0.016). The patterns for both variables 

were similar to those for pitch, with higher-pitched characters being generally 

louder and having clearer timbre than lower-pitch characters. Low-pitched, 
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dominant male characters, like the Giant and Father Bear, showed a higher pitch 

than expected during portrayal. However, both of these characters were also 

portrayed more loudly, which may lead to a higher pitch during reading. Speech 

rate showed a different type of pattern (Figure 5). The most important finding was 

a significant main effect of acting experience for FULL and all four of the stories 

(p<0.001 for FULL, JB, and LRRH; and p<0.01 for GTB and RR). Actors overall 

spoke more slowly than did non-actors, both when portraying the characters and 

when performing the narrator lines. In addition to the main effect of experience, 

there was a main effect of character on speech rate for FULL and for the four 

stories (p<0.001). However, the zigzag pattern in Figure 5 indicates that it is not 

easy to create any generalizations regarding which characters tended to be 

portrayed more slowly versus more quickly. 
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Figure 5. Effect of acting experience and character on mean speech rate across all characters 
from all stories. The narrator has been compiled from all four stories. The y axis shows the speech 
rate as a percentage change from the conversational rate. Negative percentage values indicate a 
slower speech rate for a character compared to a participant’s conversational speech rate. The 
characters are ordered with regard to pitch predictions exactly as in Figure 1. Each value is the 
mean value. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. 

Effects of Participant Gender and Character Gender 

The last issue to be looked at statistically is an LME analysis of character 

gender and participant gender for pitch. Do male and female participants produce 

comparable portrayals of male and female characters? Based on our predictive 

pitch scheme for characters (Table 1), we predicted that female characters would 

be produced higher than male characters, a prediction that was borne out for FULL 

(F=310, p<0.001) and three of the four individual stories: GTB (F=21.1, p<0.001), 

LRRH (F=403, p<0.001), and RR (F=194, p<0.001). With respect to participant 

gender, we had no a priori predictions. We observed no significant effect here, 

except for JB, for which male participants portrayed the characters higher (relative 
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to their conversational voice) than did female participants (F=5.91, p=0.02). Other 

stories showed a similar, but non-significant, trend for males to produce higher-

pitched portrayals (relative to their conversational pitch) than females. There was 

no interaction between character gender and participant gender. For 

completeness, we mention again the interaction between experience and gender, 

shown in Figures 3 and 4, in which actors diverged from non-actors mainly for the 

high-pitched characters, which were mainly female characters but also included 

juvenile males.  

Pitch Production Across the Stories 

As a final analysis, we present pitch timeline graphs in Figures 6 and 7 for 

each story, showing the complete sequencing of the dialogue lines for each 

character in each story, in addition to select lines of narration (see the Methods 

section for a description of how the narrator lines were selected for each story). 

Each individual character is shown by means of a connected line running through 

the story. While no statistics are used here, the analysis gives a qualitative 

indication of the extent to which participants were consistent in producing the pitch 

of specific characters over the course of a story. Two major findings emerge from 

this analysis. First, the relatively flat profile for each individual character 

demonstrates that the character portrayals within each story were performed in a 

reliable manner, even by the non-actors. In other words, even though participants 

were using different pitches to represent different characters and were alternating 

between characters during many sections of dialogue, they tended to reliably return 
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to the same general pitch when portraying specific characters. Exceptions were 

seen in high-pitched female characters like Goldilocks. Goldilocks is unique among 

all of characters in the stories in that she does not physically interact with other 

characters or engage in dialogue with them; all of her lines are monologic. In 

addition, her lines are organized into groups of three in which she rejects the first 

two items of a category (e.g., porridge), but is pleased by the third one. Both of 

these factors might have contributed to the less-reliable pattern for Goldilocks 

compared to the other characters, who tended to have much more reliable pitch 

patterns across the stories.  
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Figure 6. Mean pitch timeline graphs for the two participant groups for Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears and Jack and the Beanstalk. Narrators are labelled in grey, male characters in blue, 
and female characters in pink. The y axis shows the pitch as an increase in cents relative to the 
conversational pitch. The x axis shows the sequentially ordered lines throughout the story, where 
each point applies to one line of dialogue for one character or a line by the narrator. Only lines 
included in the analysis are included in the timeline graph. Hence, the narrator only consists of 5-6 
lines for each story. Each value is the mean value. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. 
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Figure 7. Mean pitch timeline graphs for the two participant groups for Little Red Riding Hood 
and Rose Red. Narrators are labelled in grey, male characters in blue, and female characters in 
pink. The y axis shows the pitch as an increase in cents relative to the conversational pitch. The x 
axis shows the sequentially ordered lines throughout the story, where each point applies to one line 
of dialogue for one character or a line by the narrator. Only lines included in the analysis are 
included in the timeline graph. Hence, the narrator only consists of 5-6 lines for each story. Each 
value is the mean value. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. 

The second major finding was that actors showed a much more expansive 

pitch profile than the non-actors (or alternatively that the non-actors were 

compressed compared to the actors), allowing for a much greater differentiation of 

the characters from one another. This same general pattern is visible in each of 

the four stories, where the characters are further spaced out from one another, 

compared to those same characters produced by the non-actors (Figures 6 and 7). 

The non-actors did not extend their vocal pitch much beyond 750 cents relative to 
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their conversational voice, whereas actors extended their pitch almost 1500 cents 

above their conversational pitch. This roughly 750-cent difference represents over 

half an octave of pitch range used by the actors, but not the non-actors, when 

portraying high-pitched characters. Hence, actors more optimally differentiated 

characters from one another by recruiting a larger part of their vocal range for this 

purpose.  

Discussion 

In the current study, we explored whether the recitation of fairy tales can be 

considered as a simple form of acting. The study is the first to quantitatively 

investigate the prosodic correlates of the vocal portrayal of fictional characters. We 

found that both non-actors and actors employed modulations of vocal prosody, 

primarily pitch, to differentiate the 4–6 characters in each story. The monotonic 

trend analyses demonstrated that participants’ pitch productions conformed with 

our predictions about relative pitch based on the gender, age, and species of the 

various characters in a story. In fact, this trend remained significant in the combined 

set of 20 characters across all four stories, as well as within each story individually. 

The LME analyses showed that participants created distinct depictions of all 

characters in all four stories. The pitch timelines revealed that participants did this 

quite consistently throughout a story, such that they returned to the same general 

pitch every time a character recurred in a story, much as a ventriloquist does when 

alternating between the self and the dummy character.  
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The group comparison between trained actors and non-actors 

demonstrated that actors produced a more exaggerated version of the non-actor 

prosodic results, most especially with regard to pitch and speech rate. Actors spoke 

slower than non-actors, and this effect occurred consistently across all the 

characters. However, the effect of acting experience on pitch interacted with 

character. While actors produced higher-pitched depictions than non-actors 

overall—employing about half an octave of additional pitch range—this effect was 

strongly amplified for the high-pitched characters compared with the low-pitched 

characters. Finally, participant gender had minimal effect on the results. Since all 

character portrayal measures were relative to the conversational values, existing 

sex differences were eliminated. Hence, this analysis shows that there is no 

difference in character portrayal across participant gender after removing vocal sex 

differences. Overall, the findings of this study support the contention that the 

mimesis that occurs during story reading is a fundamental form of character 

portrayal and thus acting.  

Character Portrayal 

 The LME results showed that participants portrayed the characters of the 

stories systematically and distinctly. Both within and across all four stories, proto-

acting behavior conformed with the pitch predictions established based on the age, 

gender, and species of the fairy tale characters. The inclusion of Rose Red to our 

stimulus set ensured that character portrayal was not driven exclusively by 

narrative familiarity. The monotonic trend and LME analyses showed that 
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participants portrayed the characters from Rose Red as they did in other fairy tales. 

Hence, the vocal changes used to portray characters did not arise from previously-

heard renditions of the characters, but from the features of the characters 

themselves, principally their age, gender, and species.  

Previous prosodic analyses of character portrayal have reported either 

qualitative results alone or acoustic analyses with little quantitative detail. Doukhan 

et al. (2011) categorized story characters according to age, gender, and species, 

but did not provide detailed results about how each character was vocally 

portrayed. Similar to Doukhan et al. (2011), we found that male bear characters 

were portrayed with low pitches. The characters portrayed with the lowest pitch 

were adult male characters. Also similar to Doukhan et al. (2011), we found that 

child characters were generally portrayed with the highest pitches. While Doukhan 

et al. (2011) did not specify any elderly female characters in their analysis, we 

found that such characters were portrayed with high pitches, similar to adult 

females and child characters. For example, the characters of Grandmother and 

Wolf as Grandmother from Little Red Riding Hood were portrayed in the high pitch 

range. 

With regard to character portrayal, we can distinguish “secondary” portrayal 

from “primary” portrayal. A primary portrayal would be a participant impersonating 

the Wolf from Little Red Riding Hood, while a secondary portrayal would be the 

person voicing the Wolf impersonating the Grandmother from that story. Little Red 

Riding Hood offered the sole instance of this phenomenon in our stimulus set. A 
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comparison of the pitch results for the Wolf, Grandmother, and Wolf as 

Grandmother demonstrated that the Wolf as Grandmother was portrayed with a 

voice most similar to the Grandmother’s voice, and not as a male voice or as an 

intermediate portrayal between the two contributing characters. This demonstrates 

that the participant recognized that the Wolf was portraying the Grandmother and 

therefore adjusted his/her pitch to conform to this pretense within the story. Hence, 

the results suggest that a secondary character portrayal tracks the change in age, 

gender, and species of the secondarily portrayed character. 

Vocal Registers  

The monotonic trend analyses were able to reveal the overall patterns of 

portrayal when all the characters were organized by age, gender, and species. In 

addition, the timeline plots qualitatively demonstrated the reliability of each of the 

portrayals across the extent of a single story. The best example of this reliability 

was seen in the actors’ portrayals of the characters from Goldilocks and the Three 

Bears, where each character had a timeline that showed minimal deviation, even 

in the case of Goldilocks, who showed the most variability in pitch. Interestingly, 

we observed that participants’ use of pitch for character portrayal did not descend 

below their habitual pitch, even when impersonating adult male characters or 

villainous characters like the Wolf in Little Red Riding Hood or the Giant in Jack 

and the Beanstalk. Hence, all narration and character portrayal occurred above the 

habitual pitch. This phenomenon may be explained, in part, by the limited pitch 

space that exists below the habitual pitch, compared to above it. Participants 
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seemed to employ loudness to overcome the pitch limitations of the lower vocal 

range when conveying the dominance of the male characters (data not shown). 

Our quantification of both the magnitude and directionality of the prosodic changes 

for each of the characters improves upon previous work on quotation that merely 

has indicated whether a prosodic change occurred, but without providing 

quantitative details. 

 In examining the overall patterns of character portrayal across both the 

actors and the non-actors, we observed a hierarchical layering of sub-ranges 

during storytelling, as shown in the summary diagram in Figure 8. First, all 

participants, regardless of training, utilized a higher voice than their conversational 

speaking voice when reciting the narrator lines, averaging about 200 cents (2 

semitones) higher than the conversational voice. We refer to this below as the 

expression of a “performance persona”, since the narrator serves as the presenter 

during storytelling. Next, the non-actors accommodated the male and female 

characters within a sub-range that extended about 5 semitones above the 

narrator’s pitch. This range corresponded roughly with the sub-range that the 

actors used exclusively for the adult male characters. In other words, the non-

actors’ full range was contained more or less within the actors’ male-specific range. 

Finally, the actors had an additional sub-range that extended about 10 semitones 

above their male range for the adult female characters and the juvenile characters 

of both genders. This range was the main feature that distinguished the trained 

actors from the non-actors, the latter of whom spoke in a more compressed pitch 
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range. Hence, as we predicted, actors produced more-expansive renditions of the 

characters than did the non-actors, especially for the high-pitched characters.  

 
Figure 8. A schematic of the pitch results for the non-actors and actors. For both groups, the 
narrator was spoken roughly two semitones (200 cents) higher than the participant’s habitual pitch, 
reflecting the expression of a performance persona. All of the fairy tale characters were spoken 
higher than the narrator’s pitch for both groups. However, there was a significant divergence in pitch 
range between the two groups with respect to the characters. For the non-actors, all of the 
characters were contained in a roughly five semitone range beyond the narrator pitch, extending 
from around 250 cents to around 750 cents. The actors had an additional sub-range extending from 
around 550 cents to around 1500 cents that contained the higher-pitched characters, namely the 
adult females and the juvenile characters of both genders. 

The observation that the narrator was performed around two semitones 

higher than the conversational voice comparably in non-actors and actors fits in 

with what Brown and Berry (2019) referred to as a performance persona. They 

described the performance persona as the presentation style that occurs “when a 

solo speaker is interacting with an attentive audience that is generally listening 

passively, rather than engaging in a dialogue. Such is the characteristic situation 

of caregiver-infant interaction, but is also the discursive arrangement of a seminar 
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speaker, a tour guide, the narrator of a story, and many other situations where one 

speaker plays a dominant role in an interaction with attentive, but typically silent, 

recipients.” In agreement with the results of Berry and Brown (2019), we observed 

here that the narrator was higher, louder, and slower than the conversational voice, 

indicative of a presentational style meant to be demonstrational and to capture 

attention. This is the prosodic style of so-called motherese that caregivers use to 

interact with infants (Fernald, 1989; Greiser et al, 1988; Papoušek, Papoušek, & 

Symmes, 1991; Reissland et al, 2003; Snow, 1977; Trainor et al, 2000; Whitehurst 

et al, 1988). Montano et al. (2013) argued that storytellers use a slower speech 

rate to focus the attention of the audience on the performance and ensure 

comprehension. The performance persona is an important consideration when 

studying the voice. Many previous studies have used a reading voice as a control 

condition when measuring the pitch used to portray other people or basic emotions 

(Doukhan et al., 2011; Montano et al., 2013; Revis et al., 2013; Stolarsky, 2015). 

However, a reciter’s voice is not equivalent to their habitual baseline for everyday 

speech. Different contexts lead to different styles of reading, and this includes the 

vocal styles of motherese, news reading, storytelling, and the like (Doukhan et al, 

2011; Snow, 1977; Theune et al, 2006; Trainor et al, 2000). Hence, our 

demonstration that the narrator’s prosody reflects the operations of a performance 

mode of reading indicates that future studies of oral reading need to account for 

the performance persona when designing their experiments.  
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Acting Experience 

 The present experiment is the first study of character portrayal to directly 

compare trained actors and non-actors. The results showed that even people with 

no formal acting training at all have a strong tendency to distinguish the narrator 

voice from their own conversational speech and to reliably distinguish all of the 

characters from one another and from the narrator in a given story. This was 

demonstrated in both the monotonic trend analyses and in the pitch timeline 

graphs. From this, we argue that character portrayal during story reading is a basic 

form of acting, one that does not require explicit training. A study of neutral 

sentence reading by non-actors showed that non-emotional speech occupies a 

range of about 5 semitones above a person’s habitual pitch (Chow & Brown, 2018). 

Hence, the extension of the pitch range to 7.5 semitones (750 cents) above the 

habitual pitch for the non-actors in the present study is, by itself, a reflection of the 

impersonation of high-pitched characters. While the non-actors and actors shared 

a pitch range when depicting the adult male characters, the major effect of actor 

experience on the results was to expand the pitch range of the voice when 

depicting the adult female and all juvenile characters. Trained actors were able to 

add as much as 7.5 semitones of pitch space to their range beyond the non-actors. 

In addition, the actors also created slower depictions than the non-actors. These 

findings are consistent with previous work showing that actors produced emotional 

vocalizations that were rated as more extreme (Krahmer & Swerts, 2008) and of 
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higher emotional intensity (Juslin, Laukka & Banzinger, 2018) than those of non-

actors.  

Gender Differences 

Both the gender of the participants and that of characters were relevant to 

this study. Since we normalized the vocal parameters of each participant to their 

conversational speaking voice, we were able to determine if males and females 

differentially portrayed the characters of the stories, despite the fact females speak 

about an octave (1200 cents) higher than males (Klatt & Klatt, 1990). Regardless 

of their gender, the participants employed similar relative-pitch patterns in 

portraying fairy tale characters that varied based on age, gender, and species. 

While the participants portrayed female characters with a higher pitch, on average, 

than male characters, this portrayal did not vary based on the gender of the 

participants. Hence, it appears that the intrinsic features of the characters were the 

major determinants of the pitch productions, not the features of the participants. 

Overall, participant gender was a null factor in our study, whereas character gender 

was a strong predictor of vocal prosody.  

Limitations 

There are several important limitations of the present study. First, because 

fairy tales are a short format of literature, the brevity of these stories means that 

there are relatively few data points for each character across a story. Using novels, 

as did Montano et al. (2013), would allow us to test character effects across a 

longer stretch of narrative, including examining the consistency and emotional 
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variability of character portrayal. Another limitation of the study was the lack of an 

audience during the recitation task. Bavelas et al. (2014) reported that having an 

active listener during a conversational task facilitated the presenter’s production of 

depictions, especially for gestures. Other studies have shown that the rate of 

depictions, including vocal portrayals, is higher in a dialogue condition—whether 

speaking to another individual face-to-face or over the phone—than in a 

monologue condition in which the participant is recounting a story on their own 

(Bavelas et al., 1995, 2000, 2008, 2014). Although participants in our study were 

asked to recite the stories as if reading to a child, we might have seen an even 

more accentuated style of depicting characters if one or more listeners had been 

present so as to create the impression of a performance.  

 Because we used published stories for our study, we had minimal control 

over the age, gender, and species of the characters within each story. In addition, 

there was only one example of secondary character portrayal in the study, namely 

the Wolf pretending to be the Grandmother in Little Red Riding Hood. Furthermore, 

the results of some of the vocal portrayals violated our predictions based on the 

character’s age, gender, and/or species. For example, the Mother from Rose Red 

was portrayed with a lower pitch than the other mother characters in the other three 

stories. The other mothers were all similar in pitch and fell within the female sub-

range. However, the Mother from Rose Red was portrayed at about 250 cents 

above habitual, well within the male sub-range. We propose that this occurred 

because this mother was older than the other mothers. Rose Red is a maiden, 
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whereas the other mothers have young children, hence making them younger 

mothers than Rose Red’s mother. Another character that showed unexpected 

results was the Giant from Jack and the Beanstalk, who was portrayed higher than 

expected. Because numerous studies have shown a robust positive correlation 

between pitch and loudness (Berry & Brown, 2019; Gramming et al., 1988), we 

propose that the higher pitch for the Giant may have resulted from the higher 

loudness used when reciting his lines of dialogue. 

The results of the present study can be easily extended to other contexts. A 

promising area of application is quotation in conversation, which is another 

common form of proto-acting (Brown, 2017). Instead of portraying fictional 

characters from well-known stories, people generally portray real individuals during 

improvised conversations. Future studies should be able to utilize the analysis 

methods of the present study to explore the depiction of people during 

conversational quotation. Pitch predictions can be made based on the gender and 

age of the quoted individuals. For example, it is likely that a person will use a higher 

pitch to depict his/her mother than father, or a child compared to an adult. This 

work also has applications in the recent popularity of audiobooks. The results 

presented here could be used to improve the quality of oral storytelling. In addition 

to real life storytellers, improvements could also be made in the development of 

TTS systems for storytelling speech. The systematic change in pitch used to 

portray characters, as well as the measures of the three exploratory variables, can 

help to further improve the verisimilitude of audiobook storytellers and TTS 
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systems. Finally, our results have a clear application to the craft of acting and to 

the character portrayal that occurs during dramatic acting, not to mention the 

related arts produced by impersonators and ventriloquists. While some acting 

methods emphasize the psychological component of acting and thereby downplay 

the gestural side (Stanislavski, 1936), many classic acting methods in world 

cultures are firmly rooted in the gestural mimicry of character archetypes (Diderot, 

1773/1883; Kemp, 2012; Schechner, 2013). Hence, we can gain insight into the 

nature of gestural acting through the analysis of prosodic changes during character 

portrayal (Berry & Brown, 2019).   

Conclusions 

In this first quantitative analysis of character portrayal, we found that both 

non-actors and actors modified their voices to distinctly portray all of the characters 

of a story. Actors’ portrayals of the characters were more exaggerated than non-

actors’, and utilized a larger pitch range, specifically for the high-pitched (female 

and juvenile) characters. Character portrayals by all participants were consistent 

across a given story. Storytelling involved the expression of a “performance 

persona” such that the narrator and all characters were higher-pitched, louder, 

clearer, and slower than a participant’s normal speaking voice. There was no effect 

of participant gender on the results, which suggests that it is the character’s 

features, rather than the actor’s, that determine the intonation used to portray a 

character. These results have application to other forms of proto-acting—such as 

quotation during conversation—as well as to professional acting, ventriloquism, 
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and impressionism. Overall, these results suggest that character portrayal during 

storytelling is perhaps the most fundamental form of acting in human life. 
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